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Saccharomyces Ku70, Mre11/Rad50,
and RPA Proteins Regulate Adaptation
to G2/M Arrest after DNA Damage
In this report, we examine cells that have suffered a
double-strand break (DSB) induced by the site-specific
HO endonuclease (HO), which leaves 4 bp 39 overhang-
ing ends (Kostriken et al., 1983). As first noted by Malone
and Esposito (1980), the creation of an unrepairable
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DSB, induced by HO in the G1 phase of the cell cycle,of Cellular Visualization
caused rad52 haploid cells to die, but surprisingly theyBrandeis University
did not arrest at G2/M. Rather, such cells grew andWaltham, Massachusetts 02454-9110
divided for several generations, presumably until the2Charles A. Dana Division of Human
degradation of the broken chromosome deprived cellsCancer Genetics
of essential genes. In diploid rad52 cells unable to repairDana-Farber Cancer Institute
a DSB (Kramer and Haber, 1993) and in a disomic rad5244 Binney Street
haploid strain (Sandell and Zakian, 1993), the creationBoston, Massachusetts 02115
of a broken chromosome is not lethal, again arguing
that an unrepairable DSB does not inherently signal irre-
versible arrest of the cell cycle. However, such cellsSummary
display a very extended delay at the first G2/M transition
after DNA damage is inflicted. The resumption of cellSaccharomyces cells suffering a single unrepairable
growth is not simply due to the complete loss of thedouble-strand break (DSB) exhibit a long, but transient
broken chromosome, because genetic and physical evi-arrest at G2/M. hdf1 cells, lacking Ku70p, fail to escape
dence confirm that the broken chromosome can be rep-from this RAD9/RAD17-dependent checkpoint. The ef-
licated and persist for as long as ten cell divisions (San-fect of hdf1 results from its accelerated 59 to 39 degra-
dell and Zakian, 1993; and see below).dation of the broken chromosome. Permanent arrest
The escape from the first G2/M arrest is truly an adap-in hdf1 cells is suppressed by rad50 or mre11 deletions
tation process, because in subsequent cell cycles, de-that retard this degradation. Wild-type HDF1 cells also
spite the presence of the damaged DNA, cells dividebecome permanently arrested when they experience
without delay (Sandell and Zakian, 1993). Adaptationtwo unrepairable DSBs. Both DSB-induced arrest con-
depends on at least three yeast genes, CDC5 and theditions are suppressed by a mutation in the single-
two genes encoding casein kinase II (CKII). In the ab-strand binding protein, RPA. We suggest that escape
sence of these genes, a rad52 disomic strain with afrom the DNA damage±induced G2/M checkpoint de-
single, unrepairable DSB arrests permanently, or nearlypends on the extent of ssDNA created at broken chro-
so, at the first G2/M boundary. This arrest is enforcedmosome ends. RPA appears to play akey intermediate
by RAD9 and presumably other checkpoint genes (Toc-step in this adaptation.
zyski et al., 1997).
We have examined another class of genes that areIntroduction
involved in the repair of DSBs for their effects on DNA
damage±induced arrest: those involved in nonhomolo-
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae as in many other organ-
gous or illegitimate end-joining repair of DSBs. We show
isms, the appearance of DNA damage signals the cell
that these genes all affect, but in antagonistic ways, the
to arrest cell cycle progression at a G2 to metaphase
adaptation to G2/M cell cycle arrest in response to DNA
(G2/M) checkpoint, giving the cell more time to repair damage. When HO endonuclease creates a DSB at the
what might otherwise be a fatal lesion. Arrest at G2/M
mating-type (MAT) locus, the chromosome break is nor-
in response to DNA damage depends on at least six
mally efficiently repaired by homologous recombination
genes: RAD9, RAD17, RAD24, RAD53 (MEC2), MEC1,
with one of two donor loci (reviewed in Haber, 1995).
and MEC3 (Lydall and Weinert, 1995, 1997; Elledge, When homologous repair is prevented, either by deleting
1996). However, it still remains to beshown at the molec- the RAD52 gene or by deleting the two homologous
ular level how DNA damage is recognized, how the dam- donors, only about 1 in 103 cells survives, through non-
age signal is transmitted to the proteins regulating the homologous end-joining mechanisms that alter the HO
cell cycle machinery, and how repair of the DNA signals cleavage site. Nonhomologous end joining depends on
the restart of the cell cycle. several genes that have only a minor role in homologous
recombination-mediated DSB repair: the trio of MRE11,
RAD50, and XRS2 and the twoyeast Ku homologs, HDF13 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
and HDF2, that only affect nonhomologous end repair4 These authors contributed equally to this work.
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YKU70 and YKU80, respectively.)of California at San Diego School of Medicine, La Jolla, California
92093-0660. Mre11p, Rad50p, and Xrs2p have been shown to
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physically interact (Johzuka and Ogawa, 1995; Ogawa Results
et al., 1995) and play a role in spontaneous recombina-
tion and X-ray repair of DNA damage, as well as in the G2/M Delay and Adaptation in HO-Cleaved
initiation of meiotic recombination (Alani et al., 1990; Haploid Cells
Ivanov et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1995). Deletion of MATa strain JKM179 carries a galactose-inducible HO
MRE11, RAD50, or XRS2 significantly reduces the rate gene but is deleted for both HML and HMR donor se-
of 59 to 39 degradation of DNA at HO-cleaved DSBs quences; consequently, repair of the HO-induced DSB
(Sugawara and Haber, 1992). However, in homologous at MAT by gene conversion is prevented. When HO
recombination the effect of these deletions is primarily endonuclease is continuously expressed, only 1 in 1000
to delay the completion of repair (Sugawara and Haber, cells survives, by altering the HO cleavage site through
1992; Ivanov et al., 1994; Tsubouchi and Ogawa, 1998). nonhomologous end joining (Moore and Haber, 1996).
In contrast, deleting RAD50, XRS2, or MRE11 causes a End joining depends on MRE11, RAD50, and XRS2 and
nearly 100-fold reduction in nonhomologous end repair the yeast Ku homologs HDF1 and HDF2 (Boulton and
of HO-induced DSBs (Milne et al., 1996; Moore and Ha- Jackson, 1996; Milne et al., 1996; Moore and Haber,
ber, 1996; Tsukamoto et al., 1996a). 1996; Tsukamoto et al., 1996a, 1996b, 1997), but it does
Hdf1p and Hdf2p are the yeast homologs of the mam- not depend on the checkpoint genes RAD9 or RAD17
malian Ku70 and Ku80 (also called Ku86) proteins that (data not shown).
have been implicated both in the specific end joining Unbudded (G1) cells grown in YEP-glycerol were mi-
that occurs during V(D)J recombination in immune cells cromanipulated onto a grid on an agar plate of synthetic
and in more general repair of X-ray damage (Weaver, complete galactose medium (COM-galactose), where
1995; Jackson, 1996). Yeast Hdf1p/Hdf2p, like their mam- HO endonuclease is continuously induced. By 4±6 hr,
malian counterparts, exhibit DNA end±binding activity wild-type cells become arrested at a ªdumbbellº stage
(Feldmann and Winnacker, 1993; Feldmann et al, 1996; characteristic of G2/M arrest and enlarge in size. How-
Milne et al., 1996; Siede et al., 1996). hdf1 mutants are ever, arrest is not permanent. After a delay of at least
slightly more radiosensitive and less able to recover 8 hr, cells begin to divide (Figure 1A) and accomplish
from double-strand DNA damage induced by expression several cell divisions until all growth ceases (Figure 1B).
of EcoRI in yeast (Milne et al., 1996; Siede et al., 1996; Most cells resume growth by 12 hr. Presumably, growth
Barnes and Rio, 1997; Lewis et al., 1998). The absence stops after DNA degradation of essential genes on the
of Hdf1p or Hdf2p has little or no effect on homologous HO-cleaved chromosome. Of 110 HO-induced unbud-
recombination. hdf1 and hdf2 mutants have a number ded (G1) cells examined microscopically, 70 (64%) de-
of unexplained pleiotropic effects, including a shorten- veloped into microcolonies of 3±12 cells after 48 hr. One
ing of yeast telomere sequences and temperature-sen- colony grew (Figure 1B), presumably because it repaired
sitive growth (Boulton and Jackson, 1996; Porter et al., the DSB. G2/M arrest and adaptation in the presence
1996). At 378C, hdf1 cells exhibit an apparent loss of of an unrepairable HO-induced DSB is very similar to
normal control of the initiation of DNA synthesis, so that that described for an unrepaired DSB in a rad52 disomic
cells have more than a 2C DNA content (Barnes and strain, where loss of the broken chromosome is not
Rio, 1997). Recently, we and others have shown that lethal (Sandell and Zakian, 1993; Toczyski et al., 1997).
the temperature sensitivity of hdf1 and hdf2 deletions In our assay, both Rad1 and rad52 cells exhibit similar
reflects a defect in telomere maintenance (Boulton and behavior; there was no equivalent delay in subsequent
Jackson, 1998; Gravel et al., 1998; Laroche et al., 1998; cell cycles, suggesting that cells had truly adapted to
Nugent et al., 1998) and that this temperature sensitivity the signal triggering arrest, despite the fact that they
can besuppressed by overexpressing telomerase genes still harbored a broken chromosome (see below).
EST1, EST2, or TLC1 (Nugent et al., 1998). Although
This long delay is under the control of both RAD9 and
deletions of Ku and MRE11/RAD50/XRS2 affect end
RAD17, two of the G2/M checkpoint genes that monitor
joining in apparently similar ways, their roles in telomere
repair of DNA damage (Weinert and Hartwell, 1993; Ly-
maintenance are distinct; thus, double mutants such as
dall and Weinert, 1995). rad17 mutant cells do not delaymre11 hdf1 have a more exacerbated phenotype than
at G2 but continue dividing until death ensues (Figureeither single mutant (Nugent et al., 1998).
1E). Similar results are observed in strains deleted forHere, we analyze the roles of the Ku and MRE11 fami-
RAD9 (data not shown).lies in adaptation to the DNA damage±induced G2/M
The effect of a single, lethal DSB is not locus specific.arrest checkpoint. We find that they play antagonistic
In a strain deleted for the HO cleavage site at MAT, weroles based on their effects on 59 to 39 degradation of
inserted a 117 bp HO cleavage site adjacent to the URA3the ends of DSBs. Failure of hdf1 cells to adapt to the
gene on chromosome V. In an HDF1 strain, creating apresence of an unrepairable DSB is suppressed by
broken chromosome V (Figure 2B) had nearly the samemre11 and rad50 mutations that reduce the rate of
effect as cutting MAT on chromosome III (Figure 2A):exonuclease digestion. Permanent arrest is also sup-
cells showed an approximately 8 hr delay at the G2/Mpressed by a mutation in the large subunit of the essen-
checkpoint and then resumed growth, dividing one ortial ssDNA-binding protein complex, RPA. We suggest
more times before succumbing to the lethal DSB. Athat control of adaptation can be understood in terms
similar result was found in cells with a DSB induced inof a model in which DNA damage is monitored by an
the LEU2 locus on the left arm of chromosome III (dataRPA-mediated assessment of the extent of ssDNA deg-
radation. not shown).
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Figure 1. Cell Arrest Morphology after a Sin-
gle, Lethal Chromosomal DSB
MATa cells, lacking homologous donors, were
spread onto COM-galactose media to induce
the GAL::HO gene. G1 (unbudded) cells were
micromanipulated onto a grid, and cell growth
and division were observed. Wild-type cells
after 24 hr (A) show G2-arrested cells and
some cells that have progressed through
multiple cells divisions. Most wild-type cells
after 48 hr (B) have stopped dividing. One
cluster of cells that have healed the DSB by
an end-joining event continued to divide and
developed into a viable colony. The hdf1 mu-
tant strains at 24 hr (C) show arrest at G2 with
a large mother cell and a small bud; after 48
hr (D) the cells often lysed. A rad17 strain (E)
or a rad17 hdf1 strain (F) did not arrest at 24
hr. In contrast, rad50 (G) and mre11 (H) strains
behave similarly to wild-type cells and re-
cover from G2 arrest by 24 hr. Plating effi-
ciency of cells on glucose-containing plates
was nearly 100% (data not shown).
hdf1 Cells Fail to Resume Growth after from the fact that hdf1 rad17 cells do show a significant
but transient arrest at G2/M before they resume cellHO-Induced G2/M Arrest
We examined the effect of deleting HDF1 on G2/M arrest growth (Figure 2F). Similar results were found with an
hdf1 rad9 double mutant (data not shown). The fact thatand on adaptation by plating G1 cells. When HO cut the
MAT locus in an hdf1 derivative, 48 out of 50 became rad17 or rad9 each only partially suppresses hdf1 at the
first cell cycle arrest point raises the possiblity that therearrested as large dumbbell-shaped cells. In contrast to
wild-type cells, these remained permanently arrested at is more than one checkpoint operating in an hdf1 strain
and that rad9 and rad17 single mutants do not eliminatethis stage after 24 hr (Figure 1C) or even 48 hr (Figure
1D), where the mother cell especially enlarged until one of these pathways. We found similar results in an
hdf1 cell with a single DSB at URA3, on chromosomesome cells lysed. Staining of similar cells with DAPI
showed that they have a single nucleus in the neck of V. Again, virtually all cells became permanently arrested
in G2 (Figure 2D). Analogous results were found with athe greatly enlarged mother cell (data not shown), and
FACS analysis (see below) indicates they have repli- single cleavage at the LEU2 locus on chromosome III.
Thus, Ku is not required to signal the initial G2/M arrestcated their DNA. Adaptation was also prevented in hdf1
rad52 double mutants (data not shown). but plays a key role in the adaptation of G2/M arrested
cells.Permanent arrest at the G2/M checkpoint is still under
the control of the damage-sensing checkpoint genes; These results are reflected in a FACS analysis of cells
taken at intervals after the induction of HO (Figure 3A).an hdf1 rad17 double mutant fails to arrest permanently
at G2/M (Figure 1F). We note, however, that hdf1 rad17 After 4 to 6 hr, both wild-type and hdf1 cells become
arrested with a 2C DNA content, while rad17 and hdf1strains divided less often than rad17 alone. This results
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scan for hdf1 in later time points may reflect some loss
of cell cycle±dependent regulation of DNA synthesis, as
observed for hdf1 mutants at their restrictive tempera-
ture (Barnes and Rio, 1997), but may also reflect the
very large size of these cells.
The Absence of HDF1 Affects 59 to 39
DNA Degradation
The ends of a DSB are degraded primarily by one or
more 59 to 39 exonucleases, producing long 39-ended
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) tails (White and Haber,
1990; Tsubouchi and Ogawa, 1998). In contrast, there
is little 39 to59 degradation (Rayet al., 1991).Degradation
of the DNA ends can be observed after digestion of the
DNA with StyI. Because StyI cannot cleave ssDNA, a
series of progressively longer restriction fragments ter-
minating at the broken end are produced as 59 to 39
exonucleolytic digestion uncovers one after anotherStyI
site (Figure 4A). Thus, the progression of 59 to 39 degra-
dation can be monitored after denaturing gel electro-
phoresis, both by the kinetics of disappearance of the
initial HO-cleaved StyI fragment and by the kinetics of
appearance of a ªladderº of longer fragments. In the
absence of HDF1, the rate of 59 to 39 degradation is
increased about 2-fold, compared to wild type, resulting
in the more rapid loss of both the HO-cut MAT fragment
and the adjacent MAT-distal fragment (Figures 4B and
4C). This is also reflected in the more rapid appearance
of the early ªrungsº of the ladder of larger StyI fragments.
In contrast, as shown previously, the progression of
degradation is reduced about 2-fold in both mre11 (Tsu-
bouchi and Ogawa, 1998; also Figure 4D) and rad50
(Sugawara and Haber, 1992, and additional data not
shown). The rates of disappearance of the StyI MAT
fragment are shown quantitatively in Figure 4E.
The rate of DNA degradation can also be measured by
a slot blot (Sugawara and Haber, 1992), where extracted
DNA is probed with a strand-specific probe. When DNA
is probed for the top strand experiencing 59 to 39 degra-
dation, one can again see the more rapid degradation
of sequences distal to the DSB inhdf1 cells and impaired
degradation in mre11, compared to wild type (Figure
4F). By this same approach we assayed the rate of loss
of the strand ending 39 at the DSB, using an oligonucleo-
tide specific for the first 20 nt. Previous studies have
Figure 2. G2/M Arrest and Recovery of Wild-Type and hdf1 Strains
shown that the 39 end of an HO-induced DSB is de-
G1 cells (black bars) plated on COM-Gal were monitored after 8 graded very slowly relative to 59 ends (this allows one
(striped bars) and 24 (gray bars) hr to determine whether they had
to see the ladder of higher molecular weight StyI frag-arrested at G2/M (where the number of cells and buds equals 2) or
ments) (White and Haber, 1990; Ray et al., 1991; Suga-had continued to divide. (A) HDF1 cells with a DSB at MAT. (B) hdf1
cells with a DSB at MAT. (C) HDF1 cells with a DSB at URA3. (D) wara and Haber, 1992). There was no significant differ-
hdf1 cells with a DSB at URA3. (E) rad17 cells with a DSB at MAT. ence in the slow rate of disappearance of the 39 end
(F) hdf1 rad17 cells with a DSB at MAT. (G) mre11 has no effect on in HDF1 and hdf1 strains (data not shown). Thus, the
cells with a lethal DSB at MAT, but the mre11 hdf1 double mutant
relatively stable 39 ends produced by 59 to 39 exo-escapes permanent G2/M arrest (H). The rfa1-t11 mutation has no
nuclease activity are not affected by the absence ofeffect on an otherwise wild-type cell (I), but the rfa1-t11 mutation
Hdf1p.suppresses G2/M of an hdf1 cell (J).
The effects of additional mutants and mutant combi-
nations are shown in Figure 5. A mre11 hdf1 double
mutant degrades DNA approximately at the rate seenrad17 cells show a distribution of 1C and 2C cells similar
to logarithmically growing cells. By 12 hr, wild-type cells, in mre11, clearly much more slowly than hdf1 alone
(Figure 5D). Although Rad17p has been suggested totoo, have escaped G2 arrest and have begun to divide,
producing cells with a 1C DNA content, while cells lack- be a 39 to 59 exonuclease, its absence has no effect
on HO-generated DNA ends; rad17 hdf1 strain exhibitsing Hdf1p are still arrested. The distortion of the FACS
Control of G2/M Adaptation in Yeast
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Figure 3. Flow Cytometry Analysis of Yeast Cells after Induction of a Lethal DSB
(A) Galactose induction of the HO endonuclease in wild-type and mutant strains was used to analyze the effect on the cell cycle of a single
unrepairable DSB in chromosome III. Samples from each culture were removed at various times after galactose was added to each culture.
(B) Accumulation of cells with a 2C DNA content also occurs in wild-type cells suffering DSBs on two different chromosomes.
roughly the same rate of degradation as does hdf1, while DSB, then mutations that retard DNA degradation
should suppress this arrest. We showed this was therad17 resembles wild type (Figure 5E).
case by constructing a strain with a single HO-cut site,
at MAT, and that carries both hdf1 and mre11 (FigureEffect of the Amount of ssDNA on Permanent
Cell Cycle Arrest 2H). As noted above (Figure 5), the double mutant de-
grades DNA more slowly than hdf1 strains. The hdf1The observation that hdf1 increases the rate and ex-
tent of ssDNA formation raised the possiblity that its mre11 double mutant has the arrest phenotype of a
wild-type HDF1 MRE11 strain. Similar results were ob-effect on 59 to 39 DNA degradation was responsible for
preventing escape from G2/M after a DSB. If this were tained with a hdf1 rad50 strain (data not shown). Consis-
tent with this observation, we find that the permanenttrue, we should be able to cause the same arrest in wild-
type cells simply by increasing the total load of ssDNA. arrest of a haploid wild-type (HDF1) cell with two HO
cleavage sites on chromosomes III and V is suppressedThus, we combined the HO cleavage site at MAT with
the site introduced at URA3. Cleavage at one or the by mre11 (Figure 6B). These results argue that the pre-
dominant effect of hdf1 on adaptation to G2/M arrest isother locus causes G2/M delay but not permanent arrest
(Figures 2A and 2B). However, induction of HO cutting at in accelerating the rate of 59 to 39 degradation, which
is thus suppressed by a second mutation that slowsboth sitescaused .90% of cells tobecome permanently
arrested at G2 (Figure 6A). FACS analysis confirms that down degradation.
these cells accumulate with a 2C content (Figure 3B).
These results argue that cells are very sensitive to the A Mutant RPA Protein Suppresses
hdf1-Induced G2/M Arrestamount of DNA damage they detect.
If cells respond to the amount of ssDNA that is being
created by 59 to 39 exonuclease digestion, there areSuppression of Cell Cycle Arrest by Reducing 59 to
39 Degradation of Broken Chromosomes several ways that this event could be monitored by the
cell's checkpoint apparatus. First, the cell might detectIf the rate and extent of DNA degradation accounts for
Cell
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Figure 4. Degradation of HO-Cut DNA Ends
DNA extracted at intervals after HO induction
of MATa strains lacking HML and HMR was
digested with StyI, and fragments were sepa-
rated on a denaturing gel. The Southern blot
is probed with a 32P-labeled fragment homol-
ogous to the first two StyI fragments distal to
the HO cleavage site (A). In MATa cells, the
initial StyI fragment is 0.9 kb. The disappear-
ance of the 0.7 kb HO-cut fragment and of
the 2.2 kb distal fragment is seen, along with
the appearance of higher molecular weight
bands that result from the failure of StyI to
cleave ssDNA generated by a 59 to 39 exo-
nuclease. (B) Wild type. (C) hdf1. (D) mre11.
The sizes of adjacent StyI sites are shown
in (A).
(E) The same Southern blot was probed for
the URA3 gene on anotherchromosome (data
not shown). The amount of fragments present
in different bands was normalized by dividing
by the intensity of hybridization to a URA. The
amount of DNA in the 0.7 kb HO-cut fragment
after 0.5 hr induction of HO was set to 100%.
Data for hdf1 (filled squares) and wild-type
(open squares) are shown with error bars rep-
resenting the range of data from three inde-
pendent experiments. Data for mre11 (0) are
also shown.
(F) Slot blot analysis of DNA degradation. A
32P-labeled RNA probe, specific for the top,
degrading strand was used to follow the loss
of HO-cut DNA over time, as described in
Experimental Procedures.
degradation product, such as a di- or trinucleotide re- the very long (often .5 kb) ssDNA 39-ended tails from
enzymes that might degrade ssDNA. In the latter sce-moved by a 59 to 39 exonuclease. Alternatively, it might
be the extent of ssDNA that is assessed. To test this nario, the ssDNA would be destroyed and would not be
available to interact with some unknown ssDNA-bindinglatter idea we took advantage of a mutation in the largest
subunit of RPA, rfa1-t11, that causes a severe defect in protein that was part of the signaling system. To distin-
guish between these two possibilities, we asked whetherhomologous recombination of HO-induced DSBs (Umezu
et al., 1998). We introduced the rfa1-t11 mutation into rfa1-t11 affected the extent of ssDNA production or the
stability of the ssDNA generated after a DSB by 59 to 39the wild-type and hdf1 strains discussed above. rfa1-
t11 by itself has no visible phenotype in damage- exonucleases.
As shown in Figure 5, rfa1-t11 by itself had no effectinduced G2/M arrest or in subsequent adaptation. How-
ever, rfa1-t11 suppresses the permanent G2/M arrest on the rate of production or the stability of ssDNA. Had
ssDNA been cleaved at random points along its lengthof hdf1 cells experiencing a single DSB, either at MAT
(Figure 2J) or at URA3 (data not shown). Moreover, rfa1- or degraded from its 39 end, the ªladderº of progressively
longer StyI restriction fragments,produced by the failuret11 suppresses the permanent arrest of an HDF1 strain
suffering two DSBs (Figure 6C). of StyI to cleave ssDNA, would have been reduced or
eliminated, since the probe hybridizes to only the firstThe rfa1-t11 mutation could affect the regulation of
cell cycle arrest in at least two ways. First, its binding 1 kb adjacent to the DSB (data not shown). However,
the rfa1-t11 hdf1 double mutant was not significantlyto ssDNA could be directly monitored as a measure of
the extent of DNA degradation, possibly by titrating out different from the wild-type strain (Figure 5D), so that
RFA might directly regulate degradation in this case.free Rpa1p in the nucleus or by interfering with the inter-
action of Rpa1p with other regulatory proteins. Alterna- However, since the rfa1-t11 does not affect degradation
in wild-type cells and suppresses permanent arresttively, Rpa1p could be needed to stabilize and protect
Control of G2/M Adaptation in Yeast
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Figure 5. Rate of Disappearance of the Initial
HO-Cut StyI Fragment Shown in Various Mu-
tants
Methods are as described in Figure 4 and
Experimental Procedures. (A) A 1.8 kb MATa
fragment was cleaved, while in (B) and (C) a
0.9 kb MATa fragment was cut by HO (see
Figure 4A). Loss of the 0.7 kb and adjacent
2.2 kb bands over time is shown for mre11
hdf1 (A), rfa1-t11 (B), and hdf1 rfa1-t11 (C).
(D) Loss of the 0.7 kb fragment is shown for
mre11 hdf1 (filled circles), rfa1-t11 (open dia-
monds), rfa1-t11 hdf1 (filled diamonds), com-
pared to the data for wild type (open squares),
mre11 (0), and hdf1 (filled squares) taken from
Figure 4E and from additional experiments.
(E) Loss of the 0.7 kb fragment is shown for
rad17 (open triangles) and rad17 hdf1 (filled
triangles), compared to mre11, wild type and
hdf1, as indicated in (D).
when there are two DSBs, it appears that the primary is prevented, a fragment of larger molecular weight
would be produced, and the original band would disap-role of RPA is in responding to the presence of the DSBs
rather than regulating degradation. pear. We found that degradation in wild-type and hdf1
strains progressed beyond RAD18 between 6 and 12
hr, but there was no significant loss of HMR until 24 hr,Cell Cycle Arrest in Cells Where a DSB
Is Not Inherently Lethal long after wild-type cells had adapted (data not shown).
These data are consistent with previous observationsWe also examined the effect of hdf1 on cell cycle arrest
and survival of strains in which a DSB would not be that a broken chromosome VII could persist for as many
as ten cell divisions (Sandell and Zakian, 1993). Thelethal. We tested the same rad52 disomic strain used
previously by Toczyski et al. (1997) to demonstrate the difference between hdf1 and wild type is less apparent
at these long distances. As we discuss below, the ratesroles of CDC5 and CKII in adaptation to HO-induced
G2/M arrest. In this strain, an HO-induced DSB causes of DNA degradation may change as resection continues.
the slow loss of a chromosome to restore a euploid
viable haploid, and more than 90% of rad52 cells were Discussion
able to grow into colonies (Figure 7) (Sandell and Zakian,
1993). In contrast, an hdf1 rad52 derivative experiences Mutations that affect the rate of 59 to 39 degradation of
broken DNA, producing long 39 ended ssDNA tails, alterpermanent G2/M arrest, and only 10% of cells grew into
colonies, very similar to the identical strain lacking CDC5 the cell's checkpoint response to DNA damage. Situa-
tions that increase the amount of ssDNA cause a perma-or CKII (Toczyski et al., 1997).
nent G2/M arrest that is dependent on RAD9, RAD17,
and presumably the other checkpoint genes. The Hdf1Escape from G2/M in Wild Type Is Not
Dependent on the Complete Loss (yKu70) protein is involved in this process, not as part
of the actual signaling machinery responding to theof the Broken Chromosome
In the absence of recombination, HO-cut DNA is re- presence of a DSB, but as a consequence of its effect
on the rate of 59 to 39 degradation. Mutations that retardsected by 59 to 39 exonucleases that create very long
ssDNA regions that are eventually lost (White and Haber, 59 to 39 digestion have the opposite effect and suppress
permanent arrest. Signaling appears to be mediated1990; Sugawara and Haber, 1992; also Figure 4). To
confirm that degradation had not completely eliminated through the ssDNA-binding protein RPA. An rfa1-t11
mutation has no effect on DNA degradation per se butthe broken chromosome, these Southern blots of StyI-
digested DNA were probed with sequences more distal nevertheless suppresses DSB-induced permanent G2/M
arrest.on the same chromosome arm, at RAD18, 31 kb distal
to MAT, and near HMR, 90 kb distal to MAT. If these Our data suggest that Ku may be in competition with
59 to 39 exonucleases at DNA ends. In the absence ofregions become single-stranded and digestion of a StyI
Cell
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Figure 7. hdf1 Causes Permanent G2/M Arrest in a Disomic rad52
Strain with a Nonlethal DSB on One of the Two Chromosome VII
Homologs
The GAL::HO gene was induced by adding galactose to the medium,
and the cells were incubated in liquid medium for 24 hr as described
by Toczyski et al. (1997). G1 cells were then plated and were moni-
tored 24 hr later.
(A) Percent cell viability in wild-type (open boxes), hdf1 (striped
boxes), rad52 (gray boxes), and rad52 hdf1 (black boxes) cells. (B)
Number of cells and buds 24 hr after plating single cells. Symbols
as in (A).
been implicated in nonhomologous end-joining repair,
SIR2, SIR3, and SIR4 (Tsukamoto et al., 1997). Our pre-
liminary data indicate that sir2, sir3, and sir4 mutants
have no effect on escape from G2/M arrest in either
wild-type or hdf1 cells.
We also note that a Ku86-deficient mouse cell line is
impaired in its exit from the G2 stage of the cell cycle
even though X-ray damage can be repaired (Lee et al.,
1997). This observation suggests that the Ku proteinsFigure 6. A Wild-Type Haploid Cell with Two DSBs Arrests like an
hdf1 Haploid with One DSB in mammalian cells, as in Saccharomyces, may not only
be involved in the end-joining repair of the DSB butThe number of colonies with total cells and buds is shown 8 hr
(striped bars) and 24 hr (gray bars) after G1 cells (black bars) were may also regulate the escape from G2 arrest after DNA
plated on COM-Gal medium to induce HO. damage. Whether there is an alteration in the rate of
(A) HO cleavage of both MAT (chromosome III) and URA3 (chromo- DNA degradation in mammalian cells is not known.
some V).
The connection between the Mre11/Rad50 protein(B) Effect of mre11 in suppressing arrest in this haploid strain with
complex and checkpoint regulation has recently beentwo DSBs.
unveiled by the discovery that a human protein that(C) Suppression by rfa1-t11 of G2/M arrest of a wild-type strain with
HO cleavage at both MAT and URA3. interacts with human homologs of Mre11p and Rad50p
encodes the protein responsible for Nijmegan Breakage
Syndrome, in which cells are defective in DNA repair
yeast's Ku70 protein, the rate of degradation is doubled. and fail to arrest in response to DNA damage (Carney
The effect of Ku is not simply to protect the initial DSB et al., 1998). Although the yeast Mre11 and Rad50 pro-
end; rather, it continues to affect the rate of resection teins do not appear to act in establishing the G2/M
of DNA that has extended many kilobases down the checkpoint, their role at this stage may be obscured by
broken chromosome. We note that HDF1 does seem to the presence of other redundant proteins, such as other
play some role in what may be a secondary checkpoint. 59 to 39 exonucleases (Tsubouchi and Ogawa, 1998).
The induction of a lethal DSB in rad17 cells causes no
G2/M delay, but a transient delay is seen in hdf1 rad17
and in hdf1 rad9 cells, suggesting that the lack of Hdf1p RPA Plays a Key Role in Adaptation
Another key observation is that adaptation, but not theallows some other checkpoint to function. Support for
the idea that RAD9 and RAD17/RAD24/MEC3 operate initial checkpoint arrest, is suppressed by a repair-
defective mutation in the largest subunit of RPA, rfa1-in additive interacting pathways has recently been pub-
lished by de la Torre-Ruiz et al. (1998). t11. We have shown that this mutation by itself has no
effect on the extent or stability of ssDNA resected fromAlthough hdf1 and mre11 appear to have the same
defects in nonhomologous end joining of DSBs (Boulton the HO-cut ends, yet it suppresses the inhibition of ad-
aptation in three different HDF1 cells with two brokenand Jackson, 1996; Milne et al., 1996; Tsukamoto et al.,
1996a, 1996b), they play antagonistic roles in the control chromosomes. However, the mutation does appear to
slow the more rapid degradation seen in hdf1 cells. Weof G2/M adaptation. A third set of genes have recently
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cannot tell whether this effect comes from a direct inter- For one thing, DNA repair can occur in subsequent gen-
erations. Repair may entail the following: (a) the restora-action of the mutant protein with the degradation ma-
tion of the distal part of the chromosome by extensivechinery or from an indirect role. We note also that the
break-induced replication of at least 100 kb of DNAeffect of rfa1-t11 differs from a suppressor of the check-
distal to the break point, copied from an intact homologpoint itself, as a rad17 hdf1 mutation degrades DNA
(Malkova et al., 1996; Morrow et al., 1997); (b) creationindistinguishably from hdf1 alone.
of deletions by nonhomologous end joining (Kramer etThe idea that RPA plays a role in DNA damage sensing
al., 1994); or (c) the formation of new telomeres (Kramerhas been proposed both in yeast and in mammalian
and Haber, 1993; Sandell and Zakian, 1993). Indeed,cells. In mammals, it has been shown that RPA becomes
some types of repair might be enhanced or only possiblephosphorylated in response to DNA damage and the
during S phase (Moore and Haber, 1996).presence of ssDNA (Liu and Weaver, 1993; Carty et al.,
Our results suggest that adaptation to DNA damage1994; Boubnov and Weaver, 1995). Furthermore, RPA
in budding yeast is delicately calibrated. A 2-fold in-binds and represses the transcriptional regulator p53,
crease in the rate of 59 to 39 DNA degradation fromand this repression is apparently lost when RPA binds
a broken chromosome end is apparently sufficient toto ssDNA (Abramova et al., 1997) and RPA's binding to
convince the checkpoint machinery that further growthssDNA is also affected (Dutta et al., 1993). Hyperphos-
would be futile. Further studies will be required tounder-phorylation of RPA also alters its DNA binding (Fried et
stand how the various DNA-binding proteins, proteinal., 1996).
kinases, and other factors are all integrated in makingYeast does not have a p53 homolog, but the idea
this decision.that RPA regulates key transcriptional factors is still
attractive. Yeast mutants of Rpa1p have been shown to
be defective in G1/S and S phase checkpoints, but those
Experimental Procedures
mutants were not found to alter damage-induced G2/M
arrest (Longhese et al., 1996). The rfa1-t11 mutant we Strains
have studied also does not alter the initialcheckpoint per All strains are derivatives of JKM179, which has the genotype hoD
MATa hmlD::ADE1 hmrD::ADE1 ade1-100 leu2-3,112 lys5 trp1::hisG9se but clearly affects adaptation. A further implication of
ura3-52 ade3::GAL::HO. A galactose-inducible HO was integratedRPA's role in checkpoint regulation is the finding that
at ADE3 using plasmid YIPade3HO constructed by Sandell (Sandellthe Mec1 protein kinase, a central checkpoint protein,
and Zakian, 1993) in strain JKM115 (Moore and Haber, 1996). Con-
phosphorylates RPA in DNA-damaged yeast (Brush et struction of the mre11::hisG9 strain (JKM187), rad50::hisG9 strain
al., 1996). Since both CDC5 and CKII are implicated in (JKM188), and rad52::TRP1 strainswas previously described(Moore
and Haber, 1996). Construction of the hdf1::URA3 strain (JKM181)adaptation (Toczyski et al., 1997), there is no shortage
and the rad17::LEU2 strain (JKM180) was done using plasmidsof protein kinases that might modify either RPA or other
pBRWS-HDF1-URA3 constructed by Siede et al. (1996) or plasmidproteins such as Mre11. Rfa1p has been shown to inter-
pDL183 constructed by Lydall and Weinert (1995), respectively. rad9
act genetically with Rad52p (Firmenich et al., 1995; mutants were constructed using a PCR-derived KAN MX module
Smith and Rothstein, 1995), and the human hRpa2 and flanked by short terminal sequences homologous to the ends of the
hRad52 proteins have been shown to interact physically RAD9 open reading frame (Wach et al., 1994). The rfa1-t11 mutation
is a K45E single base pair substitution that was introduced by inte-(Park et al., 1996). However, such an interaction does
gration and excision of a YIp5 (URA3-containing) plasmid. Doublenot seem to bepart of the adaptation process, as escape
mutants were obtained from meioticsegregation of crosses of single
from G2/M arrest occurs in rad52 strains. mutant strains, or by transformation.
One striking aspect of Ku-regulated escape from G2 Deletion of the HO cleavage site at MAT was achieved by trans-
arrest is the long time required for wild-type cells to forming strains with a linearized plasmid in which the 117 bp BglII-
HincII region containing the HO recognition sequence was replacedresume growth. Sandell and Zakian (1993) ruled out the
by a hisG::URA3::hisG fragment (Alani et al., 1987). Ura1 trans-possibility that cells only resume growth after the broken
formants that had replaced the cutting site were subsequentlychromosome is completely degraded. We entertain sev-
placed on 5-fluoroorotic acid±containing plates (Boeke et al., 1984)
eral explanations. First, the induction of a checkpoint to obtain Ura derivatives containing a single HisG region. A 117
response may involve the transcriptional repression of MATa-derived HO-cut site was introduced adjacent to URA3 as
described by Sugawara and Haber (1992), except that the centro-a relatively long-lived protein that would persist for many
mere distal ura3-52 locus was deleted by a THR4 gene fragment,hours but would have to disappear before cells can
so that there was no homology flanking the HO-cut site. This sameresume growth. The rate of its turnover might be regu-
117 bp cut site was inserted at the Asp-718 site of LEU2, on the
lated in turn by RPA, Cdc5, and/or CKII, among other left arm of chromosome III.
candidates. Second, 59 to 39 resection of the DSB could Strain LS20 is disomic for chromosome VII, one of which carries
be modulated toa lower rate at later times by a feedback an HO-cut site (Sandell and Zakian, 1993). This strain was trans-
formed to hdf1, using pSL11 in which a HindIII fragment within HDF1mechanism that initially allows a higher rate of degrada-
was replaced by LEU2. This derivative was then made Rad522 bytion just after DNA damage. Alternatively, the exo-
transformation with a BamHI fragment from plasmid pJH182 to dis-
nuclease or an associated helicase might be very pro- rupt RAD52 with TRP1.
cessive but be unable to reassociate with degraded DNA
with a long ssDNA tail once it had dissociated. In these
HO Inductiontwo latter scenarios, the actual recovery of cells may
Cells were grown in preinduction media (YEP-glycerol) at 308C, anddepend on the reduction or elimination of ssDNA, de-
galactose (final concentration 2%) was added to the cultures (106
tected by RPA. cells/ml) to induce HO. Samples were removed and dilutions were
In a single-celled organism, it makes sense that cells spread onto YEP-dextrose, to repress HO expression and determine
the number of viable cells.would attempt to grow even with a broken chromosome.
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Analysis of Cell Morphology Ku and replication protein A phosphorylation by the DNA-dependent
protein kinase. Mol. Cell. Biol. 15, 5700±5706.Cell arrest morphology after induction of DSBs was recorded by
microscopic photography. Cells previously induced as described Boulton, S.J., and Jackson, S.P. (1996). Saccharomyces cerevisiae
above or grown overnight in preinduction media (YEP-glycerol) at Ku70 potentates illegitimate DNA double-strand break repair and
308C were spread onto agar plates containing COM-galactose me- serves as a barrier to error-prone DNA repair pathways. EMBO J.
dia. Micromanipulation was used to move G1 (unbudded) cells into 15, 5093±5103.
a grid on the plate. The cell growth and division were observed and Boulton, S.J., and Jackson, S.P. (1998). Components of the Ku-
photographed. dependent non-homologous end-joining pathway are involved in
telomeric length maintenance and telomeric silencing. EMBO J. 17,
Measurement of DNA Degradation 1819±1828.
Purified DNA was digested with StyI, and the fragments were sepa- Brush, G.S., Morrow, D.M., Hieter, P., and Kelly, T.J. (1996). The
rated on a denaturing gel and then probed with pCW6-1, a fragment ATM homologue MEC1 is required for phosphorylation of replication
that overlaps the StyI fragment containing the HO cleavage site of protein A in yeast. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 93, 15075±15080.
MAT and the next most distal fragment (White and Haber, 1990).
Carney, J.P., Maser, R.S., Olivares, H., Davis, E.M., Le Beau, M.,The amount of DNA in the HO-cleaved restriction fragment and in
Yates III, J.R., Hays, L., Morgan, W.F., and Petrini, J.H.J. (1998). Theall other bands was determined after scanning the Southern blots
hMre11/hRad50 protein complex and Nijmegan Breakage Syn-by PhosphorImager. The total amount of DNA loaded in each sample
drome: linkage of double-strand break repair to the cellular DNAwas normalized by reprobing the blots with a labeled URA3 frag-
damage response. Cell 93, 1±20.ment. The proportion of the HO-cleaved fragment after 1 hr of HO
Carty, M.P., Zernik-Kobak, M., McGrath, S., and Dixon, K. (1994).induction was set to 100%. Additional analysis of the same StyI-
UV light-induced DNA synthesis arrest in HeLa cells is associateddigested Southern blots was carried out with probes corresponding
with changes in phosphorylation of human single-stranded DNA-to 30 kb and 90 kb distal to MAT.
binding protein. EMBO J. 13, 2114±2123.Analysis of the loss of the 59 and 39 ends of the HO-cleaved MAT
locus was determined as previously described by Sugawara and de la Torre-Ruiz, M., Green, C.M., and Loundes, N.F. (1998). RAD9
Haber (1992) using a slot blot and probed with a strand-specific and RAD24 define two additive, interacting branches of the DNA
RNA probe for the degraded strand (White and Haber, 1990) or with damage checkpoint pathway in budding yeast normally required for
an oligonulceotide complementary to the first 20 nt of the 39 strand Rad53 modification and activation. EMBO J. 17, 2687±2698.
distal to the HO cut. Dutta, A., Ruppert, J.M., Aster, J.C., and Winchester, E. (1993). Inhi-
bition of DNA replication factor RPA by p53. Nature 365, 79±82.
FACS Analysis Elledge, S.J. (1996). Cell cycle checkpoints: preventing an identity
Flow cytometry analysis was done with a Beckton Dickinson fluores- crisis. Science 274, 1664±1672.
cence-activated cell analyzer, as described by Paulovich and Hart-
Feldmann, H., and Winnacker, E.L. (1993). A putative homologue ofwell (1995). The DNA content reflects an average of about 100,000
the human autoantigen Ku from Saccharomyces cerevisiae. J. Biol.cells.
Chem. 268, 12895±12900.
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